Yalp Memo
Exercise, Playful Learning, Social Bonding

What is the
Yalp Memo?
Although foremostly an exciting
and fun playset that gives kids (and
adults) plenty of physical challenge,
Yalp Memo also contains an educative dimension.
The balanced mix between being
fun and physically challenging is
achieved through the fun and sporty games. But it also has math and
memory games which train the
brain.
Thanks to its built in wireless internet connection, new Yalp Memo
games are added ongoingly.

The Games:
The Yalp Memo comes with 5 games pre-installed. New games are constantly developed
and added the database. These are updated
to your Memo automatically - free of charge!

Why place Yalp Memo?

Here’s a few examples of the pre-installed
games:

The Yalp Memo is a great choice for any
School, Public Area or Leisure or Recreation

Tag: A real sporty game! Each

facility. It’s novel and great fun for large groups

players chooses a colour, and has

- as well as individuals. It is freely accessible

to touch the post that has ‘his’ or

and inclusive. Yalp Memo features both sporty

‘her’ colour as soon as possible. Be-

and brain-training games.

ware: Time will decrease with each
round! Who can touch the most

Yalp Memo is best suited for a nice open

posts?!

space. Although still quite compact at 8 meters in diameter, the Yalp Memo allows for the
entertainment of large groups.

Memory: A classic - a great multiplayer as well. Competitive and

Facility managers can adjust play times,

educative. Everyone tries to con-

volume setting, and ensure the most popular

quer the symbols in their own color.

games are played. Parents love sending their

Remember where all the

kids off to play on the Yalp Memo because it
gets them off their hinds and lets them make

symbols are hidden, use your brain
to win!

new friends!

Matty: Solve math equations together with your friends. A math
equation appears on every post.
Adjust and correct the equations
on every post. Try to reach higher
levels by working together!

Technical Details
3G-Internet Connection - Every Yalp Memo has
a built in 3G-Internet Connection, so you can
remote control your own device. Think volume-settings, (automatic) On / Off times, and
even advanced usage statistics. Also, this way
Yalp can service your device from a distance,
and automatically transfer new games.

Vandalism-resistant and all-weather proof
- The Yalp Memo is specifically designed for
heavy-duty outdoor use. Of course this means
it is all-weather proof and vandalism resistant.
The electronics are tucked away in a safety
box.

Further information - Much more information
about the Yalp Memo and the other Yalp Interactive playsets can be found on our international website. This includes an amazing selection
of inspiring pictures and videos:

Power usage - When played at maximum level,
the Yalp Memo uses about 250 Watts. This is
comparable to a small desktop PC. When in
sleep mode, the usage is only 10 Watts. The
only power source you need is a regular power
socket.

www.yalpinteractive.com
Yalp is a global distributor of interactive playsets. We also work with a network of partners
and distributors in over 15 counties. Find a
dealer near you at www.yalpinteractive.com

Flooring - The flooring of each Yalp Memo is

E: info@yalp.nl

completely customizable. Unlike with the Yalp

T: +31 547 289410

Sona, the floor patterns and colors of Yalp
Memo are not crucial to the game play. Any
pattern and color is possible.
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